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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 
Amendment to Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [5.43 pm]:  I agree that the last answer given by the Leader of the House 
was very good.  The National Party certainly messed up.  However, I suggest that the Leader of the House is in 
the same boat by not passing on some information to Legislative Council members, including members of One 
Nation.  The Leader of the House can blame the federal Government for not telling him, but we can blame the 
Leader of the House for occasionally not telling One Nation about some matters that we only hear about through 
the grapevine.  Nevertheless, the minister gave a good answer.  I throw that in as part of the failure of this 
Government in its administration of the State.   
Before question time began, I was referring to restraining orders.  This is a problem of administration.  Good, 
well-trained police officers are doing trolley-boy or delivery-boy jobs even though they are fully equipped to 
maintain law and order and to chase bad people.  The Attorney General should consider this situation whereby 
police officers deliver warrants, summonses and restraining orders.  People can telephone a magistrate and say 
that they are being threatened and want the magistrate to issue a restraining order.  In many cases, it would 
automatically be granted.  Eight or nine out of a dozen requests for restraining orders are legitimate.  Prior to 
becoming a member of Parliament, I sat in the Court of Petty Sessions.  I specialised in restraining orders and I 
know all about them.  I understand how they can be obtained and that people have a tendency to request 
restraining orders to safeguard themselves in some situations but also to obstruct good, honest people in other 
cases.  I suggest to the Attorney General that this is an administrative problem.  He should look at the loopholes 
in the process that cause the system to be abused.  Not only is the use of restraining orders abused by placing 
them on people on whom they should not be placed, but also it is expected that not one, but two police officers 
will drive in a car, van or ute and deliver them like delivery boys.  Police officers go through training for 
unarmed combat, how to use a firearm, how to make an arrest and how to maintain law and order; they should 
not be used as delivery boys to deliver warrants and summonses.  In Cannington I spoke to a police officer who 
was delivering about 20 restraining orders.  He and his partner were running around Midland and Bassendean to 
deliver misconduct restraining orders and violence restraining orders -  
Hon Dee Margetts:  Do you think they should be outsourced to a courier?   
Hon FRANK HOUGH:  They could be outsourced to a qualified courier.  He would just have to knock on the 
door and say, “Hon Dee Margetts, I have a restraining order for you.  The following must be adhered to.  Will 
you please sign here?”  He then just has to read out sections A, B, C, or D.  There is no great skill involved.  I 
find it an absolute waste of police officers’ time.  A police officer will say, “I am a police officer.”  Someone 
might say, “No, you are a delivery boy.” I do not know how much police officers are paid these days - possibly 
$40 000 or $50 000.  They are not paid to be delivery boys!  If they are to become delivery boys, they should be 
taken out of their cars, put on bicycles and sent out only one at a time.  That would be fair.  If an officer has long 
pants, he should be provided with bicycle clips.  If an officer is a delivery boy at night, he should be provided 
with lights for his bicycle.  To use two qualified officers - possibly a man and a woman - for delivery-boy work 
is rather offensive. 
Some months ago I was at a 24-hour shop in Rivervale.  I turned to my left and saw a police officer’s uniform.  It 
is a pity that I cannot do a charade for the benefit of members.  I noticed a cute little blonde about five feet-
something tall.  She was in a police officer’s uniform.  I saw a gun at her side and she was carrying a truncheon 
and a torch.  She had a large belt around her waist.  I looked at her poor little legs and smiled.  I was probably 
being a bit obvious.  She asked whether anything was wrong.  I told her there was not and that I was thinking to 
myself how she would be able to catch someone if that person broke the law.  Her legs were quite short.  She 
could not catch anyone.  Her truncheon was almost dragging on the ground.  She would not have been able to get 
through the door.  I would have had to open it for her.  If she tried to stop someone creating a problem, she 
would need her partner, who was sitting in the patrol car. 
Hon Sue Ellery:  How do you know that? 
Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I compared her with most people who cause trouble.  Most people who cause trouble 
are not small or puny; they are generally fairly strong and full of alcohol.  Alternatively, it may involve domestic 
violence.  A lovely little lady like that, carrying all that equipment, would not have been able to cope.  The 
Police Service now has to be careful not to discriminate against people when choosing recruits.  The Police 
Service needs a certain standard. 
Hon Adele Farina:  She probably had a black belt. 
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Hon FRANK HOUGH:  She may well have.  She had one holding a gun, a truncheon and a torch!  It does not 
help to have a black belt when grabbed by someone.  The minister can laugh, but it is about time he went out into 
the world and had a look around. 
Another worry is that the federal Government is taking guns from people.  I find it very offensive to take guns 
from country people just because of another shooting.  Guns are being taken from honest citizens who have 
licences for them.  A gangster can still go to Northbridge and buy a gun.  It is possible to buy an automatic 
shotgun or a pistol.  These are issues of law and order that must be looked into.  It is easy to take guns off a 
licensed gun owner and pay him for them. 
Hon John Fischer:  It wants to take guns away from everyone except those held by outlaws. 
Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Exactly right. 
An article in The West Australian of 12 November 2002 states - 

Mr Atherton said 84 officers were on long-term sick-leave, leaving big holes in station rosters. 
. . . 
A massive glut of paperwork duties was keeping officers off the road for hours at a time, he said. 

This is why we need clerks to do the work of police officers.  The article continues - 
Experienced detectives should spend short stints on the road, looking for criminals and passing on their 
expertise to younger officers instead of working on cases from the office. 
. . .  
Police union president Michael Dean welcomed Mr Atherton’s admission that there were problems with 
the deployment of police on the front line. 
. . .  
Officers on sick leave had sustained their injuries mostly while on duty and should not be singled out as 
a cause of the police manpower problem.   

A press release of 11 October of the Western Australian Police Union of Workers under the headline “Latest 
News” states -  

A meeting of Police Union delegates has demanded action from Police Service management on 
minimum staffing levels to put more police officers at the front line. 

I have just gone on about why the police should be on the front line doing front-line work.  They are not; they 
are doing the work of trolley boys or delivery agents.  I suggest that the Police Service farm out that work if it is 
not front-line work.  The press release continues - 

 . . . in a Police Service which had nearly 5,000 sworn officers it was frequently impossible to provide 
an effective police service to the community because of deficient operational numbers. . . .  

 . . . without enough sworn officers to do the job, members faced the very real risk of serious injury 
through lack of support. 

I made the point about the lack of support when I talked about the small woman who would have a problem if 
she had to address a real-life situation in which, without support from the Police Service, her partner would have 
to look after her. 

That leads me to refer to a problem I have known about for a year or so.  I have spoken with some members of 
the tactical response group whose names I cannot divulge.  Two to three weeks ago, on his special day at Radio 
6PR, the Premier was interviewed about how we in Western Australia would deal with terrorists.  The Premier 
said that we were equipped and ready to go.  I can tell you, Mr President, from what police officers and TRG 
officers have told me, that we are not ready to go.  Ten years ago they may have had fairly sophisticated 
equipment but they do not today; their equipment is worn out and decrepit. 

Tactical response group officers were deployed to address a drug problem last year in Donnybrook.  Three 
Holden Commodores and a helicopter were sent to that incident - that is a fact of life with the Police Service.  
The helicopter flew into a headwind and the three Commodores raced down the freeway with the officers 
continually watching the helicopter.  The helicopter eventually got a bit of a run and the four officers in it arrived 
at Donnybrook two minutes earlier than the three Commodores roaring down the highway.  I asked the officers 
what equipment they had and whether they would be able to deal with an incident such as occurred in Bali.  
They said they would have a fair bit of trouble dealing with an incident like that.  They said their equipment 
comprised four Commodores and a four-wheel-drive vehicle.  I asked them how they would get to Geraldton if 
the spy base there was taken over.  They said they would drive the Commodores there and four officers would 
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fly there in the helicopter.  I asked how they would get there if they had 10 or 12 officers.  They said they would 
probably have to fly with Skywest Airlines Pty Ltd, but they would look obvious getting on a Skywest plane 
with all their gear.  They also said they could hire a plane.  I asked if they would be parachuted in.  They said 
that only two out of 20 TRG officers had ever learned to parachute and they would, therefore, have a bit of a 
problem doing that.   

I can tell members, while they sit in this place with great comfort and confidence, that these are the people who 
will save us in the event of a terrorist attack.  This is the cavalry - with old rifles and crappy old equipment that 
breaks down. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  You should not use unparliamentary language. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I do not think that is unparliamentary, minister. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  It is a little vulgar and unbecoming of you. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I must admit it is unbecoming of me, but it was said in a moment of excitement.  I 
apologise if I have upset the minister. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I am not upset but I forgive you. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Notwithstanding that, these officers said there was a problem.  I thought about writing 
to the Premier asking him to suggest that the federal Government deploy 100, or 20 per cent, of the 500 Special 
Air Service members who were in Afghanistan to deal with any problems we might have in Western Australia.  
In November the tactical response group put on an exercise for the Police Department and several privileged 
viewers.  The result was that the TRG officers did not make many mistakes, but they said they would overcome 
and rectify those that they made.  If the Parliament is surrounded, I hope the TRG does not make many mistakes, 
and I hope I am not here.  The officers  are trying to rectify their mistakes, and they will have another exercise in 
March next year to see if they can iron out the glitches they had in November.  The people who speak on 
terrorism say it takes about a year to 14 months to promote and put together an exercise to target a specific 
country or town.  Christmas and September 11 are getting closer, and our fellows will not have another run until 
March next year. 

In November the Premier announced that the Government would upgrade the TRG so it would be fully equipped 
and capable of handling any situation.  He stated - 

The police service of Western Australia, if they need extra resources, come to the Government . . . 

Dr Gallop said that the state’s tactical response group was well-equipped and trained to respond to a 
crisis situation. 

And Western Australia had the added benefit of the SAS . . .  

In December he stated - 

More than $3 million will be spent to prepare WA for attacks by terrorists using chemical and 
biological weapons, including “dirty bombs”. 

Ironically, this leads to the question I asked today - it came up at the right time - about the $530 000 this 
Government is spending on “long-term monitoring of improvements”.  I asked the Minister for Police and 
Emergency Services what portion of the $530 000 would be used for long-term monitoring of improvements, 
knowing that long-term monitoring could probably be outsourced, because many services throughout the world 
use long-term monitoring.  The answer to the question was - 

In addition, they will . . . learn how to wear new protective clothing and respirator equipment - 

I looked at the words “long-term monitoring of improvements” and wondered how that related to the new clothes 
they were going to wear.  The answer continued - 

develop new decontamination procedures - 

I looked at the words “long-term monitoring of improvements” again - 

develop new standard operating procedures in relation to the equipment, . . . train staff in the new 
procedures . . . undertake long-term maintenance training and development. 

I kept looking at the words “long-term monitoring of improvements”.  An article in the Sunday Times states - 

A specialist vehicle to store and transport detection equipment, protective clothing and decontamination 
equipment, at the cost of $450,000; 

Enhanced command and communications equipment, at an estimated cost of $100,000; 
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The article then refers to long-term monitoring and states - 

Extra staff to undertake long-term monitoring of improvements, at a cost of $530,000  . . .  
This seems to be a card shuffle.  When will this occur?  Is this a public relations exercise?  You and I both live in 
Western Australia, Mr President, and I think we have good lives, but it is no use being smart after the event.  
Hindsight is the greatest thing in the world and it does worry me that something may happen.  Who would have 
ever believed that there would be a terrorist attack in Bali?  I have been to Bali with my family 17 or 18 times 
and I will continue to go there.  Balinese people are the most honest, up-front and gentle people one would ever 
wish to meet.  When I heard that someone had blown up a place in Bali, I thought it was a hoax; I could not 
believe it.  People who know the Balinese people will know that they do not have a mean streak in their bodies.  
They are very good people.  I am looking after a young Balinese girl by the name of Felly.  Felly is a friend of 
mine from a shop called Jocelyn’s Shoes in Bali.  She is doing her college education in Perth, and I am her 
overseer or guardian, or whatever one would like to call it.  Felly is the loveliest girl one could ever meet, and 
her family are also lovely people; I generally stay with them when I go to Bali.  Who would have ever believed 
that a terrorist attack would happen in Bali? 
I remember September 11.  I heard the news on SBS.  I thought it was the old United States of America putting 
up a monster-type movie or a computer graphic or hoax.  I did not really believe that in my lifetime we would 
see something as horrific as that.  It made me sick.  For a similar thing to happen in a country that I know very 
well and to people whom I know very well and who are great friends was also an awful thing to happen. 

Sitting suspended from 6.01 to 7.30 pm 
Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I have been talking about the information I have about the inadequacy of the tactical 
response group to perform if terrorism were ever to strike the State of Western Australia.  An article in The 
Australian of 22 November 2002 headed “War on Terror” states that “WA won’t fund anti-terrorism unit” and 
that Western Australia plans to commit just two extra officers.  As far as I am concerned, the TRG is totally and 
utterly under-supplied and under-trained for its quest to respond to a terrorist attack in this country.  The TRG 
held an exercise in November this year.  It found during that exercise that there were many flaws in its ability to 
stop terrorism, and it said it would iron out those flaws in another exercise in March 2003.  My concern is that 
that is three or four months down the track.  Western Australian is a prime target for a terrorist attack, as is every 
other State in Australia.  That is something we should be aware of.  The Police Service has said that it will 
practise.  There is an old saying - a friend of mine used to use it - that practice makes perfect.  Practice may 
make perfect, but what we need is perfect practice makes perfect.   
It appears that most of the terrorism is associated with religion rather than race.  It seems to go back to the 
Muslims, who appear to be the main people involved in terrorism.  A couple of things worry me.  Turkey and 
Malaysia have addressed the matter of the headwear that is worn by Muslim women.  However, we still tolerate 
it in this country.  A person cannot walk into a bank or into most other establishments if he is wearing a 
balaclava or a motorcycle helmet, yet a Muslim woman who is wearing a hijab can go into most areas.  The hijab 
is the outfit they wear.  Members might not be aware of it, but women in Turkey and Malaysia must be open and 
they must be seen.  It worries me that women in this country wear hijabs.  I do not mind what people wear when 
they go to a church of their own denomination.  However, in the short term we must give consideration to 
whether women who wear hijabs should be allowed to go to into public places, particularly Parliament or a 
football match attended by 40 000 or 50 000 people.  If people feel they must wear it, so be it.  However, we 
must be very wary when those people are in public places where there are many people.  I am not a soothsayer of 
doom and gloom, but we must keep this in mind.  When people from other countries are in this country, they 
should do as Australians do.   

The Premier, who was initially very negative about supporting the tactical response group and its role in fighting 
terrorism, has suddenly decided to announce that it will be allocated $3 million.  However, I think the State 
Government will contribute only $1.2 million, and the federal Government will provide the balance.  It is an 
issue that must be addressed.  It is no use addressing these problems after an attack has been made in this 
country; we must address them now.  These problems are just around the corner.  God knows, it could happen at 
Christmas time.  We must be aware of this and be absolutely on our guard, because an attack would be most 
devastating, whether it be in Perth or Melbourne.  We must be very aware of this threat.   

I turn now to the issue of salinity.  The budget for the salinity program is not the best that one could hope for.  
About $90 million has been allocated to combat salinity, which really is a small amount in hindsight.  This leads 
into the issue of salinity, but it also deals with the rail system.  Joe Poprzeczny calls them guesstimates.  In his 
article in the Business News of 9 October 2002, titled “Guesstimates don’t bear up to scrutiny”, Joe Pop - I hope 
he does not mind me calling him that - states -  

Some extremely enlightening judgements on this practice are carried in an article in the Journal of the 
American Planning Association, “Underestimating Costs in Public Works Projects - Error or Lie?”   
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The authors, Danish academics Bent Flyvbjerg, Mette Holm and Soren Buhl, of Aalborg University, 
focused their attention on 258 big international projects.   

And their findings may well be relevant to WA today, with Planning and Infrastructure Minister 
Alannah MacTiernan having decided within just 20 weeks to change the route of the Perth-Mandurah 
railway line at Jandakot to enter Perth’s CBD via the Kwinana Freeway, not Kelmscott.   

The MacTiernan plan means construction of a 700-metre tunnel beneath William Street and a further 
300m of cut-and-cover work within the CBD.  Quick work indeed for something that’s being claimed 
will cost $1.4 billion.   

The Danish study showed the estimates/guesstimates for the 258 projects - undertaken between 1910 
and 1998 - over-shot budget by an average 28 per cent.  Among those widest off the mark were 
railways, which had an average underestimation of 45 per cent.   

We must keep our fingers crossed that the same cost increase does not happen on the Mandurah-Perth line.  If it 
does, it will mean a final price of at least $2 billion, if we are lucky.  To continue - 

Bridges and tunnels assessed by the Danes were guesstimated on average of 34 per cent below final all-
up cost, while roads tended to be just 21 per cent off target.  

They found the English Channel Tunnel, for instance, came in at 80 per cent over budget.  Let’s hope 
Ms MacTiernan and her guesstimates don’t emulate that. 

The budget for the Perth-Mandurah railway is $1.4 billion, but it could end up as high as $2.4 billion, which 
leads me to the issue of salinity in Western Australia.  

Under the heading “WA landcare movement in tatters”, an article in Crisis of Thursday, 21 November reads - 

WA’S fight against salinity remains at crisis point.  

The landcare funding arm of the battle against salt encroachment is in tatters, with federal and state 
governments at loggerheads after failing to agree on an appropriate level of funding for landcare to 
remain a viable operation in the state.  

Under the National Action Plan on Salinity and Water Quality, the Federal Government wants a 
commitment of $22.5m per year for seven years, but the State Government only committed $60m, 
which has left $98m unsecured.  Until this is resolved, none of the funds can flow to WA landcare 
projects.  

Confidence in the bush is at a low ebb, with many farmers - some of whom have dedicated their lives to 
landcare project groups and work on their farms - walking away in despair.  

[Leave granted for the member’s time to be extended.] 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Thank you, Mr Deputy President (Hon Barry House) and members opposite, for your 
outstanding support and enthusiasm in response to my request for an extension of time!    

The issue of salinity is important.  The article also states-  

Many farmers are also frustrated with the lack of direction and have walked away from the fight - a far 
cry from the days when WA was regarded as a leader in landcare practices across Australia. 

Hon Nick Griffiths interjected. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  No, minister, I will not do that until 10.00 pm.  It states further -  

But WA Environment minister Judy Edwards flatly denied the allegation, saying that the government 
was firmly committed to the environment, shown by the $165m put aside for salinity funding over the 
next five years.   

I am relating the need to combat salinity to the fact that we will have to spend an extra $700 million on the Perth-
Mandurah railway.  That assessment of additional expenditure is based on a study by academics of 258 projects 
to obtain an average; they are not figures plucked out of thin air.  If we are prepared to spend an extra 
$700 million, perhaps it should be spent on salinity, which is a huge problem in this country.  In 1999 Justin 
Murphy said on ABC radio - 

One estimate puts the capital value of lost land at almost $700 million so far.  Lost agricultural 
production is $130 million a year and increasing.  

We must address this issue.  The Natural Heritage Trust Australian Dryland Salinity Assessment 2000 reads   - 
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Dryland salinity is more pervasive than other degradation issues but is also closely linked to them (e.g. 
causing soil erosion, eutrophication of streams and loss of riparian zone vegetation).  Dryland salinity is 
difficult to manage because of the lasting nature of its effects on soil and water resources, and on the 
stability of ecosystems. 

A section on Western Australia is most interesting.  Until 2002 some 1 350 kilometres of rail track has been lost 
as a result of salinity.  It is said that by 2020 some 1 490 kilometres of rail track will be lost as a result of 
salinity.  By 2050, as much as 2 180 kilometres of rail track could disappear as a result of land degradation.  
There are various options for handling salinity.  As members know, one of my favourite methods is deep 
drainage.  The Leader of the House will be familiar with the problem that exists in Merredin.  People have 
installed a system for pumping saline water into PVC pipes which ultimately ends up in a dam and which then 
evaporates and lowers the watertable.  However, there is now a problem in Merredin.  I have a question for 
tomorrow of which some notice has been given.   

Hon Kim Chance:  I had the answer ready today. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Apparently, the salt is leaching from the dam back into the soil.  I am not quite sure if I 
am 100 per cent right, but I will know that tomorrow. 

Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd has installed its own deep drain through Merredin and is piping the saline water 
out to the lake system because it was concerned about the watertable in Merredin.  In Narembeen and Hyden, 
such deep drainage is successful.  It is good that there will be a forum in which this can be discussed, but it is 
about time we took a punt.  The minister knows that such people as Mr Hall and Mr Nicolletti - whether or not 
one likes them - are people of repute.  They believe that business Australia should perhaps handle this situation 
because it could probably do the job better than the Government is doing it right now.  I said in a speech a month 
or two ago that I did not know why the minister has not selected half a dozen farms in an area that is suffering 
from salinity and run deep drainage from them and leached saline water into a lake system.  I am sure that 
members will ask about the product from underground saline water leaching into the lake system, but my 
reaction would be that we should get the water running first and address the lake system next.   

To select half a dozen farms in one area and a dozen farms in two other areas would mean that 18 farms could be 
involved in three projects.  In three years we could perhaps examine the areas from which saline water has been 
leached.  Most people involved in saline water drainage agree that provided water is kept running away from the 
saline areas, ultimately fresh water will run.  I do not believe that it would cost too many dollars for the State 
Government to do that so that the reclamation of the land could be studied.  It would provide some very good 
data.  Such people as John Nicolletti and John Hall are proving the point with land reclamation.  I have been on 
that part of John Hall’s property that had not been cropped since the mid 1950s.  He has run drainage through 
that area and has reduced the watertable by a ridiculous one and a half or two metres.  Trees are now being 
grown along the channel system.  The water is now going down far enough that the taproots are not hitting the 
saline area and dying, which they previously were doing.  John Hall cropped that area two or three years ago and 
got two or three bags an acre.  That area had been barren for 30 or 40 years.  When he harvested his crop last 
year, he got seven bags.  This year, in a rotten season, he says that he will probably get eight bags an acre.  That 
is from barren soil that was absolutely useless.  He is proving a point.  If I were Hon Kim Chance, I would go to 
Cabinet and ask for $10 million to set up a dozen or 18 farms in that area to run off the water into the lakes 
system.  If the minister did that, he would become a national hero in the bush, and he could thank me for that.  
He would probably prove a point in this area of reclaiming saline soil.  That is the first part.  It is no use 
dropping piezometers into the ground to measure water levels.  We all know that water levels go up and down.  
Those who measure water levels all agree to disagree.   

Department of Agriculture officers tell the minister what he wants to hear.  I know that the minister thinks that 
they are telling him the truth, but I think they are bulldusting half the time.  The easiest way to get on with the 
minister is to tell him what he wants to hear and not what is actually happening.  Plus, those officers really need 
their jobs.  We all love having jobs.  They are blowing a little bit of smoke up the minister’s nose.  If the minister 
told those people to cut the - I cannot think of the word -  

Hon Kim Chance:  Nonsense. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I thank the minister.  He should tell them to cut the nonsense and get down to the 
bottom line of whether they are telling him what he wants to hear or what is really happening.  I think that they 
would say that it is not really happening properly and that they think this or that should be done.   

The John Halls, Nicollettis and others in country Western Australia ask why the Government will not listen to 
them.  They are doing these things.  I know that the Government thinks that there is about a thousand kilometres 
of drains out there, but if government members were to fly around in aeroplanes, they would find about five 
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times that amount of drainage, because these people are doing it themselves.  This is something that we must 
address. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  Being done illegally, you mean?  

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Yes, illegally.  We should get in and do it, rather than have any more forums.  Every 
forum I have been to has been fantastic, because everyone agrees that we are all doing the right thing and then 
we all walk away.  I always wonder why I spend the money to go up to places such as Narembeen or across to 
Wagin for these forums when I could have stayed at home. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  You obviously weren’t listening at the last meeting in Narembeen.  

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I was listening at the last meeting; the same rubbish was belted out again and the same 
people went away frustrated.  Hon Dee Margetts was probably not listening properly. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  John Hall will always be frustrated unless he gets exactly what he wants.  

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  If something does not fit in Hon Dee Margetts’ curriculum or criteria, it is wrong as far 
as she is concerned.  Hon Dee Margetts is the most perfect person in the world!  She believes that everything she 
says is absolutely, 100 per cent correct.  She spent six years in the Senate and we have been copping that ever 
since.  I have been here for two years and it is starting to get -  

Hon John Fischer interjected.  

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Probably.  I do not know.  It seemed like six years, but it might have been only a week.  
John Hall and other farming people would know more about the land than Hon Dee Margetts.  It does not matter 
what degrees Hon Dee Margetts has, because the people who have been toiling on the land know exactly what is 
going on.  She does not need to say that two and two make four because it is in the book of good words.  This is 
all about doing it.   

I could go on, because I have got through only half of my speech.  I would not be cheeky enough to ask for 
another half an hour.  In wrapping this up, I wanted to deal with the exceptional circumstances issue, but there 
must be another time when we can deal with that. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  Not in the adjournment debate, please. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  No, I will not do that.  I ask the minister whether we could get a project involving, at 
worst, half a dozen farms in an area and run all the drainage system from that one area into a lake.  We could 
then ascertain the effect on those half a dozen farms and see how much land we can get.  We could plant trees, 
which would shut up the Greens. 

Hon John Fischer interjected. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  It would shut them up for a moment or two.  We would run the drainage into the lake 
system.  We could then all go down there, have our forums on those half a dozen farms in this one area and all 
stand there, pound our chests and say, “Well, we were right.  Here are half a dozen farms.  We have reclaimed 
how many hectares.  What a great job we have all done.” 

Hon Kim Chance:  The answer to the substantial part of your question is yes, we can, and yes, we will. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Obviously, I may as well sit down while I am in front.  I think that was very well sold.  
I will not go into the exceptional circumstances issue.  I will not hold up members any longer.  I thank members 
for tolerating me and allowing me a few extra moments to continue my speech. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon John Fischer. 
 


